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Rich  Hopkins
A student of communications on 
stage, from the platform, as well 
as the sales and marketing arena 
for over twenty years,  Rich 
Hopkins works with pro-
fessionals from all walks of life, 
transforming them into effective, 
efficient and energizing speakers. 

Rich leverages his extensive sales 
and marketing background to create specialized communication 
strategies, boosting his clients confidence and honing their messages 
to create positive business results. 

At the age of 13, Rich faced his first audience – a classroom of 
hostile fellow 7th graders – as he presented a report on President 
Abraham Lincoln. Rich only made it through one paragraph before 
fear and embarrassment sent him running out the door in tears. The 
next year, determined to prove to himself he could speak in front of 
others, he took a drama class, which allowed him to shine for the 
first time on the stage. 

Rich appeared in several stage plays in college, from Oliver to 
Harvey to the Importance of Being Earnest, and applied his well-
honed acting skills in the real world of marketing and sales after 
graduation. In 1999, Rich joined Toastmasters, where he no longer 
had the crutch of great playwrights to lean on – he was forced to 
find messages of his own to share with his fellow club members. 
Before long, he found himself placing in the Top 20 speakers out of 
200,000 Toastmasters worldwide, and has appeared in the World 



Championship of Public Speaking in both 2006 and 2008, placing as 
high as 3rd in the world.

Rich is known for bringing out the true personalities of his clients, 
refusing to create speaking clones of himself. Instead, his tailored 
approach leads each individual to find their own stories, leverage their 
own experiences, and give themselves permission to speak with 
authority in their careers and personal lives. 

“I truly enjoy watching people find themselves, and give themselves 
permission to share who they really are with the world,” Rich says. 
“When the lightbulb goes on, and they realize that who they are and 
what they have to say truly matters, it is an amazing sight to witness.” 

Rich Hopkins is one of today's premier speaking coaches whose 
clients quickly realize their speaking abilities are about to undergo for 
a once-in-a-lifetime transformation – as they begin to share themselves 
with the world.

In addition to coaching speakers, Rich speaks to audiences as "The 
Champion of Choice", using his own experiences to illustrate how we 
create our lives through our choices each day. His daily blog, at 
ChampionofChoice.blogspot.com, features daily video entries as he 
discusses his own daily choices, from failures and frustrations to 
successes and celebrations. 

Contact Rich Hopkins to inquire about Speaking or Coaching at 
Rich@RichHopkins.net

Sign up for your weekly Champion of Choice newsletter at 
www.TheChampionofChoice.com, and grab your copy of my free e-
book - The Finalists: 2008 - a behind the scenes look at the World 
Championship of Public Speaking from the point of view of all 10 
contestants!



Introduction
As if public speaking weren't hard enough, now I'm 
expected to be funny?

People fear speaking in public more than death
You can't learn to be funny



An Interview with

       Darren LaCroix
When many of us imagine comedy, our minds take us to stand-up 
comedy, with names crossing the generations from George Burns to 
Bill Engvall, Richard Pryor to Joan Rivers, George Carlin to Jeff 
Foxworthy, and dozens more. The quick-witted, hard-hitting humor 
seems beyond our imaginations – how could we, ordinary citizens of 
the planet, ever be as funny as Bill Cosby, Rodney Dangerfield, or 
Jerry Seinfeld? 

Speaking with humor, however, isn't stand-up comedy. To get the 
inside scoop on the differences, I thought I'd give stand-up 
comedian, keynote speaker, and 2001 World Champion of Public 
Speaking Darren LaCroix a call, and ask. (Below is a transcript of 
our conversation)

Why did you choose to become a comedian?



Stand-Up Comedy: The Book

really

supposed



What's the difference between being a stand-up comic, a 
humorist, and a speaker who uses humor? 

Why does humor work in more serious speeches?



Are there any speeches we might give where humor 
might not be appropriate?



Where are the best places to use humor in your speech? 

uncovered

Darren goes on to discuss humor enhances our messages:





Is there ever a time a 'street joke', or internet joke, is 
going to work in a speech? 

How do we find humorous stories? 

once,



or anything

Is sexual, political, or racial humor ever appropriate? 

need



Does self-effacing humor hurt our credibility?



that

What do you do when your audience doesn't laugh, or 
laughs when they are not supposed to? 





What should our readers do after finishing this book?

Final Words

Stand Up 
Comedy: The Book

Learn How the Pros Make 'em Laugh

Darren
LaCroix
2001 World Champion 
of Public Speaking

Stage Time
Stage Time
Stage Time!



The Speeches
 Go Ahead and Laugh.



Looking for a corporate trainer that 
will get the results you need, leave your 
staff in stitches, and have them coming 
back for more?

Do you have an upcoming event and 
the keynote speaker needs to hit a 
home run with your audience?

Dan is an award-winning speaker that provides practical insight and 
know-how of someone who has been there and done that. Dan 
engages his audience by using humor, charisma and compassion.

Outside of work, Dan is actively involved with Rotary, Toastmasters, 
and youth sports. He has been married to his high school sweetheart 
for over 20 years and is the father of two teenage daughters and his 
loyal dog Charlie. He is an avid golfer and enjoys being "The Voice" for 
the local high school football team, serving as their stadium 
announcer since 2004. 

"He challenged our employees to apply new concepts in different 
ways and to tailor them to our specific industry. The workshop was 
organized, educational, and motivational. Most importantly, Dan 
kept it fun and our employees felt very much a part of the process." 

Contact him today and start getting the results you deserve. 

www.DanWeedin.com
Email: info@danweedin.com

Phone: 360.271.1592, Fax: 360.824.8100
P.O. Box 1571 

Paulsbo, WA 98370

Dan Weedin



Author's Preface

Famous last words



                                                                             by Dan Weedin

Life in the Fast Lane

STOP!

Life in the Fast Lane



by Dan Weedin  

Life in the Fast Lane



                                                                             by Dan Weedin

STOP!



by Dan Weedin  



Stop! by Dan Weedin

(hand to head – move to stool)

(pause)
(huge pause)

(pretend to use brake pedal)

(Leave stool)



by Dan Weedin  

we thought this might scare her 
straight

Star Trek's

(pause) (pause)

 (roll eyes)

(facetiously)

(move on stage)

(Peek over the edge)
(pause)

(tap head)



                                                                             by Dan Weedin

(lean)

(big gestures)

(pause) (hands shaking in 
the air)

(finger pointing) (show reaction)

 (fearful reaction)

(move to sit on stool)
(pretend sleeping with 

head back)



by Dan Weedin  

(Leave stool and move towards audience)

(Step forward)

(Arms extended to the audience)



                                                                             by Dan Weedin

(with trepidation in his voice) (soft and slow)
(slightly louder and faster) (clear and strong, with urgency)

(loudest, in combined fear, confusion and excitement)

Stop!

Analysis



by Dan Weedin  

Star Trek



Palmo 
  Carpino

Palmo is a talented humorist, presenter and coach. A DTM 
(Distinguished Toastmaster), member of Bedstone Olympics 
Toastmasters; Charter Member, Sponsor, Mentor and President of 
Wit Pleasure, Calgary's first Advanced Toastmasters club specializing 
in the development of humour in speech and presentation skills.

Starting off with a small improv group in the early 1980’s, Palmo has 
entertained audiences with stand-up comedy at Yuk Yuks, The 
Sidetrack Cafe, Punchlines, The Comedy House, and several open 
mic performances including Las Vegas and New York. He is a popular 
Master of Ceremonies at special events including teachers’ dinners, 
corporate lunch-and-learns, award banquets and receptions. He has 
been known to “speak for food.” His name has appeared on the 
front cover of Canadian Geographic, TV Guide and Maclean’s 
magazines on multiple occasions. (just on the mailing label but 
technically, still on the front cover).  Palmo lives in Calgary with his 
wife Lorraine and their three sons Matthew, Giancarlo and Emilio. 

When not embarrassing his kids in public or paying for therapy, he is 
a Production Artist for the marketing and communication strategy 
firm Applied Communications.

For more information, or to contact Palmo Carpino, visit him at 
www.palmocarpino.com or email him at carpinop@telus.net



Author's Preface



                                               by Palmo Carpino



Who's Gonna 
             Know? by Palmo Carpino

(Enter stage right)

(Adamo, jet black, slicked-back hair; multiple gold chains adorn 
his neck and chest; a Bible is carried in left hand approximately 
mid-chest level; the only clothing is leaf-covered shorts positioned 
at waist level, struts to center spot)

(Large leaf adjustment)

(show Bible)

(opens book and appears to be reading/skimming).



                                               by Palmo Carpino

(right arm wide sweeping as though a conductor in 
front of an orchestra)

(sly shrug)



by Palmo Carpino                                                

(reads from the book again)
(looks back up to the audience)

(read from book)



                                               by Palmo Carpino

(pulling an apple out from my shorts)
(take a bite out of the apple)

(exit stage right)



by Palmo Carpino                                                

Analysis

Editor's note: Palmo didn't know we were going to analyze his 
speech, so he provided his own analysis. I found it to be spot-on, 
and include it below, with additional comments to close.



                                               by Palmo Carpino



by Palmo Carpino                                                

Editor's wrap-up:

“Who's Gonna Know?”



Sarfaraz
  Nazir

Born in Shadiwal, Gujrat, in the 
north central Punjab region of 
Pakistan, Sarfaraz was raised in 
Karachi by the Arabian Sea 
(Indian Ocean). He learned about 
working hard and putting family 
first from his father, Commander 
Nazir of the Pakistan Navy. 

Sarfaraz learned about giving 
selflessly from his mother, Begum 
Nazir. Even though she only 
completed a few years of school, 
she strongly believed in the value of education. All of her children are 
educated; they include an engineer, a medical doctor, a bank officer, a 
textile manufacturing plant owner, a graphic artist, and a teacher. 

During high school, Sarfaraz wrote articles for one of Karachi’s major 
English newspapers, The Morning News, and also for the second-
leading Urdu newspaper. He participated in school speech and debate 
contests. In addition to competing in track and field competition, he 
played cricket, field hockey, and soccer.

Sarfaraz left his home, as a teenager, to attend Oklahoma State 
University in Stillwater. He received an MBA degree in Management 
and an undergraduate degree in Industrial Engineering.  

Sarfaraz’s major business accomplishments include the design, 
development, and delivery of a Leadership Development Program for 
front-line managers and supervisors for the nation’s largest consumer 
electronics manufacturer.  He implemented an Honor Payroll System 
for production workers called the No-Punch Bunch System for the 
telecommunications division of a major oil company.  He helped 
implement a Unit Cost Tracking System for the world’s largest aircraft
manufacturer.



Sarfaraz joined Toastmasters International in 1993, and received his 
DTM designation in 1997. He was a presenter in the Speakers 
Showcase at the Toastmasters International Annual Convention in San 
Diego in 1995. Sarfaraz has taken second place twice – representing 
District 25 in 2000 and District 50 in 2007 -- in the Region III 
International Speech contests. Since 1996, he has competed nine 
times at the district level in the International Speech contest; taking 
first place three times, second place three times, and third place 
twice. At the region level, he's competed against Ed Tate, 2000 World 
Champion of Public Speaking, and Jim Key, 2003 World Champion of 
Public Speaking. In 2008, he competed at the District level against 
eventual World Champion of Public Speaking LaShunda Rundles. 

Sarfaraz was named District 25 Toastmaster of the Year for 1997-98. 
He received the Professional Excellence Award from the American 
Society for Training & Development in 1995. He was named the 
Analyst of the Year by the Society of Cost Estimating and Analysis in 
1985. He received the region-level Distinguished Service Award from 
the American Institute of Industrial Engineers in 1986. 

Sarfaraz’s mission and purpose in live is to live life to the fullest. His 
focus in life is faith, family, friends, financial freedom, and fun. He 
believes in giving the gift of money, the gift of time, and the gift of 
love. He is passionate about the Toastmasters program. He has 
mentored several Toastmasters, and has sponsored several new clubs.

Sarfaraz’s presentations and seminars include “The Power of WoW: 
How to Design, Develop, and Deliver a Winning Presentation,” “If 
Only I Had a Dream – Living with Purpose, Passion, and Persistence,” 
and “I-Behave: Understanding Styles.”

Sarfaraz resides with Linda, his wife, a former high school teacher, in 
Arlington, Texas. Their three children, Nafisa, Shahzad, and Shazia, 
also reside in the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex.

Sarfaraz Nazir
Alternate Contestant
World Championship of Public Speaking, 2007 & 2000
SNlistens@yahoo.com
www.SNPresentations.com
PO Box 180241
Arlington, TX 76096-0241
(817) 233-6076



Author's Preface



by Sarfaraz Nazir                                             



                                            by Sarfaraz Nazir

The Young and the Restless



The River of 
        No Return

by Sarfaraz Nazir



                                            by Sarfaraz Nazir

The Dating Game

The Dating Game

The Young and the Restless.



by Sarfaraz Nazir                                             

I Love Lucy



                                            by Sarfaraz Nazir

“The River of No Return”

The Dating Game

 The Young and 
the Restless

Using Self as Punchline

Analysis



by Sarfaraz Nazir                                             

I Love Lucy



                                            by Sarfaraz Nazir



Russ Dantu
Russ Dantu has been speaking 
professionally since 2001 and has 
entertained audiences in Canada, 
United States, Great Britain, Egypt, 
Mexico, and the Dominican Republic 
(ok, he actually sang in the 
Dominican during a karaoke night to 
a crowd of 1000+)! 

He is a member of Vibrant Speakers 
& Wit Pleasure Toastmaster Clubs, 
achieving his DTM (Distinguished 
Toastmaster) award in 2002. 

In the early years, many of his presentations focused on training trade 
show exhibitors, as he spent 25 years in that field. Through those 25 
years, he gained an incredible amount of experience in management, 
sales, and customer service. More recently, he has shifted his focus to 
teaching the art of public speaking (Speak Up) and customer service 
(The Path to Service Excellence Lies Within) through his keynotes 
and seminars. He is passionate about helping people better their lives 
and their occupations through his programs.

He also is a corporate consultant with Times Two Gifts & Promotions. 
By selling promotional products, staff apparel, and unique gifts to his 
clients, Russ assists them in setting themselves apart from their 
competition.  Russ lives in Calgary, Alberta, Canada and is happily 
married to his wife Sonia and has two grown children, Christopher 
and Carissa. When he isn’t working, he enjoys playing golf and ice 
hockey (not at the same time), camping, and karaoke (ok, he’s not a 
great singer, but he has fun)!

For more information about his programs or to contact Russ, please 
visit www.russdantu.com or email him at russ@russdantu.com



 “The Big V.”

Unsolved 
Mysteries

Author's Preface



by Russ Dantu                                                                       

Braveheart,



                                            by Russ Dantu



The Big V by Russ Dantu
The Big V

 (Chuckle)

(Laugh)

(Walking across the stage, 
knees bent, with my hands crossing my lap - laugh)

 (Chuckle)

(Like I’m in court with one 
hand on the Bible and the other hand open palm facing the 
audience)

(Chuckle)
(Hands shaking and looking at a male audience member)

(A villainous grin 
directed at a female audience member)



                                            by Russ Dantu

(Chuckle)

(Chuckle)

(Said with a look of fear on my face 
and a slightly shaky hand - chuckle)

(Said while using the quote symbols with both of my 
hands and raising my eye brows)

!"(Said using a German voice - 10-12 second laugh.)

(My hand gesturing like a syringe 
pushing the fluid out) (Hand 
gestures showing sharp cutting scissor motion)

(A scared look of 
astonishment on my face – 6-8 second laugh)

(I do my best shaky Elvis impression along 
with the curled lip – laugh)

(Chuckle)

(Chuckle)



by Russ Dantu                                                                       

(Chuckle)
(Chuckle)

(Change voice to a high pitch when saying it – chuckle)

(Make my way across the stage and sound like a ring announcer and 
then place one hand across my lap, sheepishly smile at the audience 
and wave with other hand – 6-8 second laugh)

I do my best Beatles singing impersonation – 8-10 second laugh)

(The 
“doctor” slowly rolls the towel open to reveal the knife and 
syringe)

(I used the big end of a turkey 
baster with a 6” nail taped in the end of it-laugh) 

I’m shaking my hands at the 
doctor and eyes are wide open with fear. The doctor is holding up a 
large butcher knife)
(Laugh)

(Chuckle)



                                            by Russ Dantu

 (I start bouncing 
around the stage taking huge intakes of the happy gas and smiling)

(Chuckle)

(try and walk like John Wayne -
laugh) (This was said in my best John 
Wayne voice)

(Chuckle)

(Looking down and pointing to my lap area - laugh)

(Laugh)



“The Big V”

Analysis



Innuendo

“The Big V”



Kay Fittes
"Kicking Through Barriers to 
Your High Heeled Success" 

Competency and talent alone aren’t 
enough for women to succeed in the 
workplace, no matter what anyone 
tells you. Kay Fittes is a recognized 
expert in guiding women in breaking 
patterns of behavior that put them at 
a disadvantage in the workplace and 
showing businesses how to keep their 
best and brightest women.  Since 
founding Strategies for Women’s 
Growth in 1990, Ms. Fittes has lead more than 50,000 women in 
developing skills for career enhancement and leadership.  

Kay brings a wealth of knowledge to her audiences, leading women in 
reaching the next level of success through the 3P’s: powerful 
professional and personal esteem; powerful verbal and non-verbal 
language and powerful presentations and packaging.  Kay’s warmth, 
humor, rapport and examples of personal self-growth serve to inspire, 
entertain and challenge each audience member.  With an insight to 
action approach, Kay Fittes takes audiences and workshop 
participants through an evolutionary, chameleon-like experience. They 
rarely leave the same as they entered.

Ms. Fittes is the author of How to Raise Your Self-Esteem: A Self-
enhancement System for Women, Your Guide to Life-Changing 
Presentations, and the CD Panic to Power:  Swift and Simple Speaking 
Strategies Anyone Can Use.  She has written for AdvantageEdge and 
CincyChic magazines, as well as the Business Courier.

She has served as consultant and presenter to the business, medical, 
educational, and non-profits communities providing skills to such 



diverse groups as Ethicon, General Electric, Children’s Hospitals, and 
the Ohio Department of Education. 

Kay Fittes received her degree from the University of Tennessee, and 
is a member of the National Speakers Association; the American 
Society for Training and Development; the National Association for 
Self-Esteem; the Association of Female Executive; the American 
Association of University Women; and eWomenNetwork.  She is past 
vice-president of the Ohio Council for Self-Esteem and past area 
governor for Toastmaster International.  She has earned Toastmasters’ 
Advanced Silver and Competent Leader designations and has won 
numerous speaking contests.  In addition, she is a Certified Trainer 
and holds a Credential for Leadership Training.  Kay also sits on 
several advisory boards for women’s advancement.  She resides in 
Cincinnati, Ohio with her husband, Barry.

Kay Fittes would love to keep you or the women in your organization 
in “Kicking Through Your Barriers to High Heeled Success”, too! To 
book Kay for speaking, training or individual coaching call her at 513-
561-4288, e-mail her at Kfittes@aol.com or visit her Web site, 
www.strategiesforwomensgrowth.com. 

Are you “Kicking Through Your Barriers 
to High Heeled Success” at work?” 

Take the quiz at www.strategiesforwomensgrowth.com 
to find out!



"Beware of 
Ladies’ Night Out"

Speak and Grow Rich

Author's Preface



                                           by Kay Fittes

Panic to Power: Swift and Simple Speaking Strategies 
Anyone Can Use



Beware of Ladies’
       Night Out by Kay Fittes



                                           by Kay Fittes



by Kay Fittes                                            



                                           by Kay Fittes

Listen to your instincts.

Match the speech to the objective.

One disaster can’t kill a career unless you let it. 

Finally, do all your homework, just like my third grade teacher, 
Mrs. Blake, admonished.



by Kay Fittes                                            

“Beware Ladies' Night 
Out”  “4 Ways to be a 
Better Speaker” “Be Prepared”

Analysis



                                           by Kay Fittes

Lost in Space

Forrest Gump



Charlie 
Wilson

Charlie Wilson has been a member of Toastmasters for twenty years. 
He has won the District Humorous Speech Contest three times and 
the District International Speech Contest twice.  He won the Region 
VI International Speech Contest in 2008 and went on to participate in 
the World Championship of Public Speaking.  He has also won 
District contests in Evaluation, Table Topics, and Tall Tales.  He has 
received two Distinguished Toastmaster Awards and served as District 
13 Governor twice.

Charlie is the Professor of Mirth at Learning with Laugher, LLC, 
specializing in keynote addresses, workshops, and speech coaching 
and writing.  His workshops include: Brain Aerobics, Creativity, 
Healing with Humor, Improvisation, and Investing.

Charlie is an Emeritus retiree from the faculty of The Pennsylvania 
State University.  He is active in community theater and Rotary 
International. 

Charlie can be contacted at www.learningwithlaughter.com, by email 
at charlie@learningwithlaughter.com, or by phone at 814-769-6041.



                                           by Charlie Wilson

Author's Preface

The Skeptical Inquirer

Getting the Message



by Charlie Wilson

‘Don’t Get 
Hooked’

‘Getting the Message’



Getting the
      Message by Charlie Wilson

<Dress in absent-minded professor garb.>
<Preset flipchart easel center stage, facing away from audience 
with top sheet blank.>
<Stay sitting until introduction by Toastmaster.>

<Stand up.>

<Hurry to front of room with brief case tucked under arm.  Papers 
are sticking out of case.>

<Rush across stage to Toastmaster.  Don’t prewarn.  The startled 
look on the Toastmaster’s face gets a strong laugh.>

<Pump Toastmaster’s hand vigorously.>



by Charlie Wilson

<Move right.> <Appropriate gestures.>

<Move left.> <Appropriate gestures.>

<Move center.> <Appropriate 
gestures.>

<Move flip chart to center stage and turn towards the audience.>

<Move to side of easel and turn page.  Pull pointer from pocket.>

<point> 

 <Hit head.>
 <point down>

<point to chart>

<Put pointer away.>



                                           by Charlie Wilson

<Move to other side of easel and turn page.  Socks are attached to 
page with velcro.>

<pull green sock from chart>

<Show emotion while putting green sock in coat pocket with part 
dangling out.>

<Pull brown sock from chart.> 

<Pause.  Emotion.  Head shake.  Put 
sock in coat pocket.>

<Pull blue sock from chart.> 

Gilligan’s Island  <Emotion.> 

 <Shake head.  Put sock in coat pocket.>

<Pull red sock from chart.> 

 <Hold up 
hands.>



by Charlie Wilson

 <Again with hands.>

<Pause.>  <Put sock in coat pocket.>

<Pull polka dot sock from chart.> <Stop and 
stare at audience.> <Huff.>

 <Move 
away from audience and then turn back.>  <Where 
XXX is a well-known member of the audience.>

<Scratch head with hand that has the sock in it.>

 <Examine sock.> 

<Put sock in coat pocket.>

<Pull pink sock from chart.>  

<Put sock in pocket.>

<show right foot>

Pull right pant leg higher to show green sock 
under pink sock.> …

<Pull orange sock from chart.>



                                           by Charlie Wilson

<Take magician’s change bag from briefcase  One side is preset 
with single orange sock.>

<Show bag to be empty.  Take out another orange sock from 
briefcase.> 
 <Insert.> <Pace and ponder.>

 <Show single sock and empty bag.>
 <Excitedly raise voice.>

<Begin to rush off stage.  Turn and acknowledge the Toastmaster.>



by Charlie Wilson

Analysis
"Getting the Message"



Gilligan's Island,



Carrie 
Warren

Carrie Warren is a professional 
humorist for conference keynotes, 
after dinner speeches, client 
appreciations and has opened for best 
selling author Phil Callaway.  Carrie 
inspires her audience to increase their 
‘LP’ – Laughter Potential.  By ‘finding 
the funny’ in everyday life, everyday life transforms into a fun, 
productive and profitable life.  

Carrie has been a Toastmaster for 20 years and a dental hygienist 
since 1986.  Some of her speaking clients include the College and 
Association of Registered Nurses of Alberta (CARNA), the College of 
Alberta Dental Assistants (the dental industry could use some 
lightening up!), Corporate Express, Grande Prairie Regional College 
and the Canadian Cancer Society.

Carrie’s value goes far beyond laughter; she not only leaves her 
audience entertained but enlightened.  Here’s a quote from one of 
her speeches:

“A 'not-so-funny' event reminded me why humor is so important.  I 
had taken my Mom to emergency.  While waiting (and waiting) for 
the doctor, we started laughing and cutting it up.  “Carrie,” she said, 
“we better quit laughing so much or they’ll think I’m not sick.”

Then it hit me.  Are only happy people supposed to laugh?



You must not wait to be happy to laugh but laughing can make you 
happy - even in an emergency room.”

Through her personal stories about the follies of everyday life, Carrie 
helps her audience discover a most incredible power – the ability to 
laugh at themselves.

To hire Carrie as a keynote speaker for your event or for a humorous 
workshop, please reach her at the contact information below.

Carrie Warren
Grande Prairie, Alberta, Canada
Phone:  780-518-7255
www.CarrieWarren.com
Email:  Carrie@CarrieWarren.com

Could your everyday life use some laughs?  Sign up for Carrie’s free e-
zine “Crack Up with Carrie” at www.CarrieWarren.com.

“Embrace the Embarrassing and Make the Mundane Magnificent!”



by Carrie Warren

Author's Preface



                                       by Carrie Warren



by Carrie Warren

Carrie’s Tips



                                       by Carrie Warren



Laughing in
       Everyday Life 
                                                  by Carrie Warren



                                       by Carrie Warren

pause Pregnant pause
Look at one person in particular chosen ahead of time and call 

by name ie a dignitary, the office clown, etc.) (Person’s 
name) (depending on the crowd and 
the laugh to this person’s name, I may say, “And you’re wearing it 
now?)

(gesture squeeze at waist)
(gesture heaviness under 

the bust).



by Carrie Warren

 
(gesture)

Do an exaggerated shuffle.



                                       by Carrie Warren

Sing it off-kilter

(person chosen ahead of time to have fun with) 

Gesture to bust or say 
‘Pu-ching!!”

(PP – perhaps replay the 
gesture while the audience laughs)

Exaggerated squint as I peer around

(PP nod my head as 
audience laughs)

(make the ‘do do, do do’ sounds from



by Carrie Warren

the Jaws movie)

while nodding

(Nod in agreement and perhaps choose an audience member by 
name)



                                       by Carrie Warren

Gesture pulling up undies under armpits while 
squatting down. 

Loud raspberry blowing sound for 
unleashed…

Do the 
arms up gesture with quaking and ‘deer in the headlights’ look

wave with look of disbelief

If there has been a squeal of laughter, I’ve sometimes said, “Oh, 
you’ve run into Dr. Muir too?”

Big laugh here – feel comfortable 
pausing – count to 5

Big pause 
for effect – hold gaze for a second or two with a couple audience 
members



by Carrie Warren

P for effect – audience is silent)



                                       by Carrie Warren

Analysis
Laughing in Everyday Life



by Carrie Warren





Terry
 Canfield

Terry Canfield is a Professional Trainer, Consultant, Speaker, Author, 
and  Stand-up Comedian. 

Drawing upon his 25+ years working as a Paramedic/Firefighter, Terry 
uses his experiences to entertain and educate his audiences.  

Humor has been some of Terry's most potent painkillers and has 
calmed more than one calamity.  In his speech "Rules To Live By 
When Calling 911!" Terry takes a lighthearted approach to some of 
life's ups and downs.  

With this book you can become a "healer with humor".  After all, it's 
the only form of medicine you can practice without a license!

Terry Canfield 
"The Medic of the Masses!"
See why at:
http://www.tcanfield.com
(509) 230-8197



                      by Terry Canfield

Author's Preface

appropriate humor that makes a point,

"How To Increase Your Health, Wealth, And Stealth Through 
Humor!"



by Terry Canfield  



                      by Terry Canfield



Rules to Live By
  When Calling 911 
                                              

by Terry Canfield



                      by Terry Canfield



by Terry Canfield  

"The House Of God"



                      by Terry Canfield

Analysis



by Terry Canfield  



                      by Terry Canfield



Douglas
 Wilson

Douglas spent over 12 years in 
the United States Air Force, 
traveling to such exotic places 
as Texas, California, Montana, 
Guam, Okinawa Thailand and 
Arkansas, where he first 
discovered Toastmasters. 

After leaving the Air Force he enjoyed exercising his creativity as a 
freelance  photographer  specializing  in  outdoor  and  natural  light 
portraiture. 

He  has  also  been  a  radio/paging  communications  specialist  - 
home re-modeler - student - teacher – salesman - and computer 
consultant. During  this  latest  incarnation he had a weekly  talk 
show on a  local radio station for over a year discussing computer 
technology issues. 

He and his wife JoAnn have been together over 27 years and own and 
operate their Network Marketing business in Sumter, South Carolina. 
Their focus is on Health, Nutrition and Life Extension with the 
Shaklee Corporation, Pleasanton, California.  Douglas is also a 
speaker and coach and is developing several internet marketing 
projects.

Their son, Ryan, recently graduated from college with a degree in 
Computer Technology.  Douglas also has a daughter, Tamara, who 
teaches 4th Grade in Blytheville, Arkansas, where she lives with her 
husband, Troy, and two children, Tiffany and Tanner.



As  a Toastmaster, he has  served  in  all Club  leadership positions,  as 
well as Area Governor for four years (Area Governor of the Year in 
1998-99) and Division Governor for two years (Division Governor of 
the Year in 2000-2001) and was Outstanding Toastmaster of the Year 
in  2003-04.   

Douglas  began  competition  in  2003  placing  2nd  in  the District 
58 Speech Evaluation Contest in 2003 & 2004.  He won the District 
58 Humorous Speech Contest  in 2005 and placed 2nd  in  the World 
Championship of Public Speaking in 2006. 

Douglas  is  a  strong  believer  in  continuous  improvement  and  the 
values  and  principles  nurtured  and  supported  in  the 
Toastmasters program.



Author's Preface

“Lessons from the MotoCross of Life.”



                                                 by Douglas Wilson

 “What Doesn’t Kill Me” “Makes Me 
Stronger”

“Hey!  Watch 
This!”



"Hey! Watch This!"
                                              

by Douglas Wilson

Editor's Note: Douglas Wilson writes his speeches in a unique 
format to plan in detail his gestures, facial expressions, tone of 
voice, and movements on stage. We have endeavored to preserve his 
approach, in order to give our readers another tool in the art of 
speechwriting.

Staging, gestures and notes 
/ = pause    // = longer pause

Center stage wearing black
three-piece suit topped with 
black Fedora - 
Throw hat offstage like frisbee 
exposing red-bandanna

Take off suit jacket – put on 
black motorcycle jacket
Straddle imaginary motorcycle
pull up jacket collar like the 
Fonz

continue slightly crouched 
straddle while gesturing to lips



                                                 by Douglas Wilson

 possessed 

left hand extended to crowd
with waving motion towards self
Invite audience to participate
repeating wave of hand

gesture to TMOD(*)
arms spread to include 
audience

both hands slide around head
pause  -  rub one finger over 
front teeth and grimace
walk two paces stage right

crouched straddle facing 
slightly right of front - left
hand down to imaginary road 
right hand pointing ahead

pause for effect here

Look at audience with stupid 
grin and repeat inviting wave 
with left hand toward self
inviting audience to join in.

extra crouch with straddle to 
simulate speed & sound effects
look back over left shoulder
complete sentence looking at 
audience

(*) TMOD stands for 'Toaastmaster of the day'



by Douglas Wilson

I hit a swarm of bugs

& into the trees

turn head back to front and wave 
left hand wildly in front of face – 
warding off bugs
quick look at audience
pause
pleading look at audience 
pause stand erect – lower head 
and confess

show bug hit in middle of 
goggles with right hand 

show audience road turn with 
left hand

stand and take step forward 
out of story – explain to 
audience

slight lower gesture to right 
with right hand 
step back into story – resume 
straddle on cycle
pause

gesture to right then lower 
hand to show ditch – turn 
slightly left toward audience 
and simulate with right hand 
many tree branches hitting the 
head and face

use left hand to wipe pretend 
bug off goggles



                                                 by Douglas Wilson

two hands grab to left in 
surprise – pause – plead with 
audience 
right hand becomes branch 
which slides up right side of face 
under helmet - stand erect and 
fall backward onto 
stage
still on ground- feign rising and
reach into back right pocket and 
pull out a red handkerchief and 
put on right forehead
lie back down on left elbow 
with kerchief held to forehead

stand – dust off suit and jacket 
and step slightly forward to 
finish this narrative
pause for audience response
begin slow walk to stage-left 
gesturing with left hand to show 
regression of time

on left side of stage straddle a 
new bike facing directly into 
audience

turn right hand to speed up 
engine – extend fingers of left 
hand to show release and then 
extend left hand to show 
intended path of the bike  -
straddle crouch  -
big stupid grin at audience with 
inviting wave with left hand



by Douglas Wilson

right hand turns
left hand extends
left hand shows path forward
Point to member of audience 
who happens to be a very funny 
person - pause
stand and assure audience he's 
ok  pause
pause again

walk a few paces stage-right 
showing passage of time again

crouch on new bike and turn 
right hand making high pitched 
noise to simulate bike sound

bike pointed to right of stage

right hand extended forward 
and down - sweep audience 
with eyes with assuring look
sincere assurance – pause 
another pause as head turns 
back to bike's path
point at rock in path with left 
hand 

step out of story to discuss point 
with audience – 



                                                 by Douglas Wilson

point to right at ditch

point at imaginary rock

step back onto bike (straddle and 
crouch) pointing again at the rock

slam right hand into left hand 
showing impact

body positioned for swan-dive 
arms extended – body straight 
and erect - pause
look at audience with look of 
dismay

gesture to head
look at audience
point down to right
point back down to left
point again down to right

step out of story and explain the 
dilemma – pause for 
response

step back into story – dust off 
clothing – pick up bike – straddle 
and continue

stupid grin at the audience with 
slightly evil look on face



by Douglas Wilson

first

rev engine with right hand 

another grin at the audience 
(they can probably see this 
coming) so gesture to invite 
them to join in

turn right hand again
extend fingers of left hand and 
extend arms straight forward 
still holding onto to handles
voice pitch goes up excitedly
as if achieving a dream!!
Slight whimpering in voice
big pause – big response
slow jog to stage-right as if 
plowing a field with the bike

show new trench with right 
hand extended down and 
moving forward 
frantic hand gestures showing 
dirt covering body

move hands down to left as bike 
falls then fall on the ground 
facing the audience
stand and invite the audience to 
laugh with vigorous hand 
gestures

dust off the dirt walking back to 
center stage near front



                                                 by Douglas Wilson

IT IS!!

"Hey!! Watch This!!"

point to location for first story 
and speak with a slight moan - 
remembering the event

emphatically – voice pitch up

turn slightly left – straddle and 
crouch low

lift left foot off the stage

stand up and walk to edge of the 
stage – speak in “Candid 
Camera” style
gesture to invite audience to 
participate in closing remark
pause
gesture in completion to TMOD



by Douglas Wilson

Analysis
“Hey! 

Watch This”

“Rules to Live By When Calling 911"



                                                 by Douglas Wilson

Die Hard



by Douglas Wilson



Susan 
Lamb

Susan has been called an 
inspiring and dynamic speaker 
by her peers and past clients. 

She comes to the lectern with a 
winning combination of passion 
and humour. Her sincerity and 
honesty have been deemed her 
most captivating qualities.

In a ten year period during her thirties, Susan lost her house, her 
business, her sister, her father, she had a miscarriage, her mom 
almost died from a brain aneurism, her youngest child was diagnosed 
with a form of autism, and she almost lost her someone she loved 
to depression.

Although she was financially and emotionally bankrupt at times, 
Susan chose to let these heartaches hold her up instead of drag her 
down. She shares with audiences how to search through the rubble 
of despair and find hope and happiness. 

In her presentation called "Where do you Live?" She illustrates how 
many of us spend most of our lives living in the land of "Make 
Believe" or the land of "Use to Be" when we really need to live in the 
land of "I am" where we embrace all that we are and stop worrying 
about all that we are not. 

Susan also teaches public speaking to others and is currently teaching 
a continuing education course for the Dufferin Peel Catholic School 



Board called "Speaking for Success" and another called 
"Communication Secrets of Success". 

Susan has also won several high profile public speaking contests 
throughout her career; most recently she advanced all the way to the 
2008 Toastmasters District 60 International Speech Contest where 
she placed third out of 1200 speakers.

Contact her at:
Susan Lamb-Robinson    
572 Lynd Avenue, Mississauga, Ontario L5G 2M2 
Cell Phone: 416-677-3554   
Home Phone: 905-278-3671
Email: susanlamb12@rogers.com                  
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 KIDS



by Susan Lamb 



                                                                             by Susan Lamb



"KIDS" by Susan Lamb



                                                                             by Susan Lamb



by Susan Lamb 



                                                                             by Susan Lamb



by Susan Lamb 



                                                                             by Susan Lamb

Analysis

“KIDS”



by Susan Lamb 



Michael
  Davis

Helping YOU live your passion…this is what drives Michael Davis. 
As a professional speaker, Michael’s focus is to help others in two 
areas: creating financial security and peace of mind, and, becoming 
the best possible speaker and presenter you can be.   He believes that 
when you eliminate financial worries and stress, you free your mind to 
pursue your deepest desires and dreams.  Once you have this clarity 
of purpose, you then need to be able to tell the world.

A professional speaker since 1998, Michael is a keynote speaker and 
also mentors speakers in the process of creating memorable messages 
and delivering them in a dynamic, memorable style.  Michael's 
experience as a two-time semi-finalist in Toastmasters International 
speech competition, as well as winning two District evaluation 
championships, gives him unique qualifications to help you improve 
your speaking and presentation skills.  His past clients have included 
General Electric, Johnson & Johnson, and Great American Insurance.

As a financial advisor, Michael teaches a unique approach to wealth 
creations, protection, and retention.  He shows how to create 
financial plans which overcome the four biggest obstacles to financial 



success; how to efficiently protect your family and your money from 
the unexpected; and how to create and leave a significant legacy for 
your family. Michael’s strategies have helped families create plans 
which provide long-term security and financial freedom.

Michael lives in Fairfield, Ohio with his family.  He enjoys teaching and 
mentoring, listening to his extensive music and comedy collection, 
participating in sports, and reading.

Michael is the author of the audio CDs “Evaluate to Elevate” and “It’s 
Called Long-Term Care PLANNING”.  If you’d like to contact Michael 
about presenting at your event, call 513.619.2564, email him at 
SpeakingCPR@live.com, or visit his website, www.SpeakingCPR.com.
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“Question Man” 

“Question Man”

“Question Man”



by Michael Davis



“Mike, I’m so frustrated with the boys; all they do is 
argue and talk back to me!”

“Uh huh” “Every day is one big fight to 
get them to do their homework and their chores!”

“Okay.”   “Michael, if 
they don’t stop….. I’m gonna kill ‘em!”

“Go ahead…”

“wah wah wah”

“wah wah wah”

Question     Man 
                         by Michael Davis



by Michael Davis

you

“Mike, you’re not listening to me!”
“Of course I’m listening, I’m going to solve your problem, 

good citizen.” “You don’t really hear 
anybody…you just don’t get it!”

how can I help 
you” “how is this affecting you”



                                                            by Michael Davis

“Mike, the boys have been arguing with me a lot, and I don’t know 
what to do”.

“Honey, what’s that doing 
to you when they act like that?”

“You 
know, what really bothers me isn’t the talking back or the attitude, 
it’s that I don’t feel any love or respect from the boys. That’s what 
hurts”

“What do you think?”

“Gerri, I don’t have an opinion or a 
solution, I just wanted to understand how you feel.”…

really pass



by Michael Davis

Analysis
“Question Man” 

memorable



                                                            by Michael Davis

'Question Man'

'Question Man' 



by Michael Davis



Punchlines



Go Ahead and Laugh





Resources
From the Authors

www.SpeakWithHumor.com (Additional Humor Resources)
www.RichHopkinsSpeaks.com
www.DanWeedin.com
www.PalmoCarpino.com
www.SNPresentations.com (Sarfaraz Nazir)
www.RussDantu.com
www.StrategiesForWomensGrowth.com (Kay Fittes)
www.LearningWithLaughter.com (Charlie Wilson)
www.CarrieWarren.com
www.TCanfield.com (Terry Canfield) 
www.SpeakingCPR.com (Michael Davis)
dwwilsondtm@earthlink.net (Douglas Wilson)
susanlamb12@rogers.com (Susan Lamb)

Others mentioned in the book:

www.DarrenLaCroix.com
www.JudyCarter.com
www.PatriciaFripp.com
www.CraigValentine.com
www.DavidBrookTexas.com
www.JimKey.com
www.WorldChampionsEdgeNet.com

For Information on Foreign Cultures 

www.culturegrams.com



Speaker, Presentations Expert
& 'The Champion of Choice

If you find yourself speaking in front of audiences 
that wish you weren’t…




